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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Freedom of information request regarding DVLA investigation into misuse by third parties  
of vehicle keeper details — Whether requested information exempt
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency v Information Comr UT 1 2073

HUMAN RIGHTS
Claimant on hunger strike in protest at date of birth recorded on residence permit 
— Whether breach of human rights to refuse to amend residence permit
R (WA (Palestinian Territories)) v Secretary of State for the Home Department 
(MIND intervening) CA 1 2117

IMMIGRATION
First-tier Tribunal allowing appeal against refusal of asylum — Whether Secretary of  
State able to make further decision refusing asylum in reliance on new matters
R (Al-Siri) v Secretary of State for the Home Department CA 1 2137

IMMIGRATION
Secretary of State’s policy enabling removal of irregular migrants without service of 
removal directions — Whether policy unlawful
R (FB (Afghanistan)) v Secretary of State for the Home Department (Equality  
and Human Rights Commission intervening) CA 2 839

NEGLIGENCE
Group of companies providing primary medical services under contract with primary  
care trust — Whether trust liable in respect of negligent provision of such services
Hopkins v Akramy Judge Melissa Clarke 2 893

OCCUPIERS’ LIABILITY
Guest falling to death from hotel window — Whether hotel in breach of common  
duty of care owed to visitors
James v White Lion Hotel CA 2 911

REVENUE
Claw-back of benefit of zero-rating where taxpayer disposing of “entire interest” in relevant 
premises — Whether sale and leaseback of premises constituting disposal of entire interest
Balhousie Holdings Ltd v Revenue and Customs Comrs SC(Sc) 1 2164
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Since they entered circulation in 1953, The Weekly Law  
Reports have provided the most up to date and  
comprehensive generalist coverage of law-changing  
judgments in England and Wales.

To address the increasing demand over recent years for wider  
and deeper coverage of case law, we have significantly  
expanded The Weekly Law Reports. 

As a user of The Weekly Law Reports, you will be famil-
iar with the existing three volumes. Volume 1 covers points 
of law of general interest and procedural matters. Volumes 2 
and 3 contain cases of greater significance which will subse-
quently appear (with the addition of a note of argument) in  
The Law Reports. 

Volume 4 of The Weekly Law Reports provides extended 
coverage of cases which we do not have room to report in  
the print edition but are nevertheless instructive and useful to 
practitioners and students alike. You can find them, along with 
those reported in Volumes 1 to 3, on ICLR Online.
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